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1. INTRODUCTION {#brb31410-sec-0005}
===============

In both humans and rodents, the hippocampus has long been linked to memory and spatial navigation (O\'Keefe & Nadel, [1978](#brb31410-bib-0054){ref-type="ref"}). In rats, the hippocampus forms a long curved structure extending from near the medial septum down into the ventral temporal region of the brain. This longitudinal axis has received increased attention given finding of differences in connectivity and presumed function between the dorsal/septal (DH) and the ventral/temporal (VH) regions of the hippocampus.

1.1. Hippocampal inputs and outputs along the longitudinal axis {#brb31410-sec-0006}
---------------------------------------------------------------

Cortical input to the hippocampus is led by the perforant path, from entorhinal cortex layer II to dentate gyrus and CA3, as well as entorhinal cortex layer III to CA1 (Witter et al., [2000](#brb31410-bib-0078){ref-type="ref"}). Each band of the entorhinal cortex projects topographically to a different septotemporal gradient of the dentate gyrus, with the most lateral band projecting to the dorsal dentate gyrus, and the medial band projecting to the ventral dentate gyrus (Dolorfo & Amaral, [1998](#brb31410-bib-0020){ref-type="ref"}).

The entorhinal cortex (EC) areas projecting predominately to DH include the dorsolateral EC and caudal MEC, which, respectively, receives major inputs from the perirhinal and postrhinal cortices. Conversely, VH receives predominate input from ventromedial EC, which receives major inputs from the piriform, infralimbic, and periamygdaloid cortices (Burwell & Amaral, [1998](#brb31410-bib-0012){ref-type="ref"}; Dolorfo & Amaral, [1998](#brb31410-bib-0020){ref-type="ref"}; Suzuki & Amaral, [1994](#brb31410-bib-0065){ref-type="ref"}; Witter & Groenewegen, [1984](#brb31410-bib-0077){ref-type="ref"}).

Output of the DH and subiculum primarily lead to the dorsal lateral septum, eventually to the mammillary body, processing memory and spatial navigation (Risold & Swanson, [1996](#brb31410-bib-0062){ref-type="ref"}). Hippocampus CA1 and subiculum are the primary sources of input returning to layer V of the entorhinal cortex (Witter, Doan, Jacobsen, Nilssen, & Ohara, [2017](#brb31410-bib-0076){ref-type="ref"}). Output of the VH projects to the medial amygdala (Kishi, Tsumori, Yokota, & Yasui, [2006](#brb31410-bib-0034){ref-type="ref"}; Pitkänen, Pikkarainen, Nurminen, & Ylinen, [2000](#brb31410-bib-0058){ref-type="ref"}), olfactory bulb (Van Groen & Wyss, [1990](#brb31410-bib-0070){ref-type="ref"}), ventral lateral septum, and subcortical structures associated with the hypothalamic--pituitary--adrenal axis (Risold & Swanson, [1996](#brb31410-bib-0062){ref-type="ref"}). Another topographical gradient involving the hippocampus includes its projection from DH to the lateral core of the nucleus accumbens versus VH to the medial shell of nucleus accumbens (Groenewegen, Zee, Kortschot, & Witter, [1987](#brb31410-bib-0027){ref-type="ref"}). These differences in inputs and outputs suggest the DH is primarily involved in spatial processing and VH for emotional/fear/olfactory learning (Fanselow & Dong, [2010](#brb31410-bib-0022){ref-type="ref"}).

1.2. The role of dorsal hippocampus in spatial processing {#brb31410-sec-0007}
---------------------------------------------------------

Early studies of hippocampal function involved the use of microelectrode recordings, which led to the discovery of \"place cells\" in the DH of freely moving rats (O\'Keefe & Dostrovsky, [1971](#brb31410-bib-0053){ref-type="ref"}). Following this discovery, there have been numerous studies linking DH to spatial processing in water maze, radial maze, and contextual fear conditioning (Holt & Maren, [1999](#brb31410-bib-0030){ref-type="ref"}; Moser, Moser, & Andersen, [1993](#brb31410-bib-0051){ref-type="ref"}; Moser, Moser, Forrest, Andersen, & Morris, [1995](#brb31410-bib-0052){ref-type="ref"}; Pothuizen, Zhang, Jongen‐Rêlo, Feldon, & Yee, [2004](#brb31410-bib-0060){ref-type="ref"}). In adults with qualified training to become licensed taxi drivers, structural MRI revealed a selective increase in gray matter volume in posterior hippocampus, but not in the anterior region (Woollett & Maguire, [2011](#brb31410-bib-0079){ref-type="ref"}). Thus, there has been a long‐standing implication of dorsal/posterior hippocampus to spatial processing.

1.3. The role of ventral hippocampus in emotional/fear/olfactory processing {#brb31410-sec-0008}
---------------------------------------------------------------------------

In contrast with the work on DH, some have suggested VH involvement in modulating anxiety‐related behavioral responses. These include auditory/contextual fear conditioning and defensive behaviors in the presence of cat odor/live cat (Bannerman et al., [2004](#brb31410-bib-0006){ref-type="ref"}; Bast, Zhang, & Feldon, [2001](#brb31410-bib-0009){ref-type="ref"}; Maren & Holt, [2004](#brb31410-bib-0046){ref-type="ref"}; Pentkowski, Blanchard, Lever, Litvin, & Blanchard, [2006](#brb31410-bib-0057){ref-type="ref"}; Richmond et al., [1999](#brb31410-bib-0061){ref-type="ref"}). Rats with VH lesions spent more time in the open arms of the elevated plus maze and the inner zone of the open field test (Kjelstrup et al., [2002](#brb31410-bib-0036){ref-type="ref"}; Weeden, Roberts, Kamm, & Kesner, [2015](#brb31410-bib-0074){ref-type="ref"}). Furthermore, they had reduced defecation and corticosterone secretion when exposed to a brightly lit test chamber (Kjelstrup et al., [2002](#brb31410-bib-0036){ref-type="ref"}). VH, but not DH, has also been shown to play an important role in working memory processing of odor information (Kesner, Hunsaker, & Ziegler, [2011](#brb31410-bib-0033){ref-type="ref"}; Weeden, Hu, Ho, & Kesner, [2014](#brb31410-bib-0073){ref-type="ref"}). This functional segregation is supported by anatomical differences found in VH projections to the olfactory bulb (Van Groen & Wyss, [1990](#brb31410-bib-0070){ref-type="ref"}). The functional dichotomy between dorsal (spatial) and ventral (emotional/olfactory) has been popular in prior literature; however, it is oversimplified.

1.4. The role of the ventral hippocampus in spatial processing {#brb31410-sec-0009}
--------------------------------------------------------------

While there is much evidence to support a role for VH in emotional and odor processing, its role in spatial processing has been less clear. Some studies suggest there is no dependence of VH in spatial tasks (Bannerman et al., [2003](#brb31410-bib-0005){ref-type="ref"}, [1999](#brb31410-bib-0007){ref-type="ref"}; Moser et al., [1993](#brb31410-bib-0051){ref-type="ref"}; Pothuizen et al., [2004](#brb31410-bib-0060){ref-type="ref"}). However, unit‐recording studies found neurons in ventral CA1 and CA3 exhibit spatial tuning, thereby suggesting the area includes a mechanism involved in spatial memory (Jung, Wiener, & McNaughton, [1994](#brb31410-bib-0032){ref-type="ref"}; Kjelstrup et al., [2008](#brb31410-bib-0035){ref-type="ref"}; Komorowski et al., [2013](#brb31410-bib-0037){ref-type="ref"}). Importantly, "place cells" have also been found in human anterior hippocampus (Ekstrom et al., [2003](#brb31410-bib-0021){ref-type="ref"}). Hippocampal theta travels from septal to ventral poles (Lubenov & Siapas, [2009](#brb31410-bib-0045){ref-type="ref"}; Patel, Fujisawa, Berényi, Royer, & Buzsáki, [2012](#brb31410-bib-0055){ref-type="ref"}), and the synchrony in frequency may be a key in understanding functional integration within the hippocampus and its partner structures (Long, Bunce, & Chrobak, [2015](#brb31410-bib-0043){ref-type="ref"}).

The degree to which VH is necessary for spatial processing has been shown to be task and training dependent (Contreras, Pelc, Llofriu, Weitzenfeld, & Fellous, [2018](#brb31410-bib-0015){ref-type="ref"}; de Hoz, Knox, & Morris, [2003](#brb31410-bib-0017){ref-type="ref"}; de Hoz & Martin, [2014](#brb31410-bib-0018){ref-type="ref"}; Martin, de Hoz, & Morris, [2005](#brb31410-bib-0047){ref-type="ref"}; Richmond et al., [1999](#brb31410-bib-0061){ref-type="ref"}). Impairments in spatial memory performance were found after VH inactivation (Contreras et al., [2018](#brb31410-bib-0015){ref-type="ref"}; Floresco, Seamans, & Phillips, [1996](#brb31410-bib-0024){ref-type="ref"}; Loureiro et al., [2012](#brb31410-bib-0044){ref-type="ref"}; Wang & Cai, [2008](#brb31410-bib-0072){ref-type="ref"}). In addition, activation of the immediate early gene *Arc* was seen in both DH and VH during the retrieval of a recently acquired spatial memory (Beer, Chwiesko, & Sauvage, [2014](#brb31410-bib-0010){ref-type="ref"}; Gusev, Cui, Alkon, & Gubin, [2005](#brb31410-bib-0028){ref-type="ref"}). Therefore, the functional dichotomy between dorsal/ventral in spatial processing is not black and white.

1.5. The relationship between the dorsal and ventral hippocampus in processing information {#brb31410-sec-0010}
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Most studies address separately the role of DH or VH in processing spatial information, quantifying the degree of spatial impairment without one or both of the regions. It is important to note that intermediate hippocampus, with dorsal and ventral poles selectively lesioned, was found necessary and sufficient for rapid place learning (Bast, Wilson, Witter, & Morris, [2009](#brb31410-bib-0008){ref-type="ref"}). However, the hippocampus is a single continuous structure with anatomical connectivity that extends along the longitudinal axis. Thus, understanding the degree to which each region functions independently of the other is of prime interest.

Hippocampal CA3 cells contribute to associational projections across the long‐axis. Proximal CA3 preferentially projects in a septal direction, middle CA3 projects equally in septal and temporal directions, and distal CA3 projects in the ventral direction (Ishizuka, Weber, & Amaral, [1990](#brb31410-bib-0031){ref-type="ref"}). Projections from CA3 to CA1 follow the same organization, with CA3 neurons inside the hilus preferentially projecting to dorsal CA1, and distal CA3 neurons to ventral CA1 (Ishizuka et al., [1990](#brb31410-bib-0031){ref-type="ref"}; Li, Somogyi, Ylinen, & Buzsáki, [1994](#brb31410-bib-0042){ref-type="ref"}; Swanson, Wyss, & Cowan, [1978](#brb31410-bib-0067){ref-type="ref"}; Witter, [2007](#brb31410-bib-0075){ref-type="ref"}).

Within the hippocampus, CA3 pyramidal cells and dentate hilar mossy cells project to approximately two‐thirds of the septotemporal extent of the hippocampus (Amaral & Witter, [1989](#brb31410-bib-0003){ref-type="ref"}; Fricke & Cowan, [1978](#brb31410-bib-0025){ref-type="ref"}; Ishizuka et al., [1990](#brb31410-bib-0031){ref-type="ref"}; Li et al., [1994](#brb31410-bib-0042){ref-type="ref"}; Swanson et al., [1978](#brb31410-bib-0067){ref-type="ref"}). Despite ventral CA3 neurons having longer dendritic length compared with dorsal CA3 (Turner, Li, Pyapali, Ylinen, & Buzsaki, [1995](#brb31410-bib-0069){ref-type="ref"}), neurons in the temporal third in rats or the anterior extreme of the monkey hippocampus have relatively limited interconnections across the longitudinal axis (Kondo, Lavenex, & Amaral, [2008](#brb31410-bib-0038){ref-type="ref"}, [2009](#brb31410-bib-0039){ref-type="ref"}). These connections suggest a large degree of functional integration within the same hemisphere.

It has long been known that rodent\'s left and right hippocampi are connected (Blackstad, [1956](#brb31410-bib-0011){ref-type="ref"}). In rats, but not primates, dentate mossy cells project to the molecular layer of the contralateral dentate gyrus (Amaral, Scharfman, & Lavenex, [2007](#brb31410-bib-0002){ref-type="ref"}; Fricke & Cowan, [1978](#brb31410-bib-0025){ref-type="ref"}; Hjorth‐Simonsen & Laurberg, [1977](#brb31410-bib-0029){ref-type="ref"}; Laatsch & Cowan, [1967](#brb31410-bib-0040){ref-type="ref"}). CA3 cells project to both ipsilateral and contralateral sides (Gottlieb & Cowan, [1973](#brb31410-bib-0026){ref-type="ref"}; Laurberg, [1979](#brb31410-bib-0041){ref-type="ref"}; Swanson, Sawchenko, & Cowan, [1980](#brb31410-bib-0066){ref-type="ref"}). CA2 cells have commissural connections to contralateral CA1 (Shinohara et al., [2012](#brb31410-bib-0064){ref-type="ref"}), and to a lesser extent, CA1 cells have commissural projections to the contralateral CA1 (Andersen, Morris, Amaral, Bliss, & O\'Keefe, [2007](#brb31410-bib-0004){ref-type="ref"}). These connections allow the transfer of information from the hippocampus in one hemisphere to the contralateral side.

While anatomical connectivity does not by itself indicate functional interactions, it provides a basis for such interactions. The current study was conducted to further examine the relative contributions of the DH and VH to spatial navigation, with a focus on the relationship between the two subregions. Rats were trained on a watermaze spatial reference memory task. After reaching asymptotic performance, different combinations of DH and VH were inactivated with muscimol in a within‐animal repeated design. Ipsilateral and contralateral infusions were used to determine the degree to which DH and VH were interdependent.

Inactivating the ipsilateral DH and VH in one hemisphere leaves the animal with one active hippocampus on the contralateral hemisphere. Contralateral inactivation of one DH and one VH leaves the same amount of hippocampal tissue active; however, the functional impact could vary. If the DH and VH act as independent modules, then contralateral inactivation should be equivalent to leaving one hippocampus active. Conversely, if the VH relies on input from its own DH, then a contralateral inactivation should be equivalent to bilaterally inactivation the entire hippocampus.

Unilateral damage to the hippocampus on one hemisphere has been shown to have little to no impact on spatial learning and retention (Czeh, Seress, Nadel, & Bures, [1998](#brb31410-bib-0016){ref-type="ref"}; Fenton, Arolfo, Nerad, & Bures, [1995](#brb31410-bib-0023){ref-type="ref"}; de Hoz, Moser, & Morris, [2005](#brb31410-bib-0019){ref-type="ref"}). Spatial learning was not shown to be lateralized in the left or right hemisphere of rats (Fenton et al., [1995](#brb31410-bib-0023){ref-type="ref"}; Port, Finamore, Noble, & Seybold, [2000](#brb31410-bib-0059){ref-type="ref"}). Interestingly, spatial learning was observed in rats with bilateral hippocampal lesions, leaving only 15% of their total hippocampus spared on one hemisphere (de Hoz et al., [2005](#brb31410-bib-0019){ref-type="ref"}). However, other studies have shown impairment in spatial reference and working memory following unilateral DH lesion (Port et al., [2000](#brb31410-bib-0059){ref-type="ref"}; Zou, Yamada, Sasa, & Nabeshima, [1999](#brb31410-bib-0080){ref-type="ref"}).

Based on the connectivity within the hippocampus, we hypothesized that the DH and VH regions are interdependent, and contralateral inactivation would cause greater impairments in spatial processing than unilateral inactivation.

2. MATERIALS AND METHODS {#brb31410-sec-0011}
========================

Six adult male Fisher‐344 rats (Harlan Laboratories), approximately 11 months old, were used in the present study. Rats were individually housed, with a 12‐hr light/dark cycle, and had ad libitum access to standard rat chow. These rats were previously tested in a radial arm watermaze in the same room using a different configuration of lights. While these animals had previous experience in a radial arm watermaze, all animals were overtrained on the current task before any drug infusions.

The watermaze was a circular plastic tub (140 cm diameter and 40 cm height) filled with water. A removable escape platform (10 cm diameter) constructed from clear Plexiglas was submerged 7.5 cm beneath the surface of the water.

Presurgery (Figure [1](#brb31410-fig-0001){ref-type="fig"}a), rats were given four trials each day for seven days, followed by a two‐week break. The rats were trained again for eight days, for a total of 15 training days. There were four potential start locations in the maze. On a given day, rats were started from each of these positions in a pseudorandom order. The goal platform location was fixed for all experiments. Swim paths (X‐Y coordinates) were recorded using video‐tracking software (SMART, Pan Lab). The intertrial intervals were between 5 and 10 min apart.

![(a) Timeline of experimental procedures. Experimental days were repeated until each condition was given at least twice. (b) Swim path length (mean ± *SEM*) reached asymptotic levels across days. Inserted graph shows probe trial on Day 12 (mean ± *SEM*). One‐sample *t* test from 25% chance (white dashed line) is significant (*p* \< .001\*\*\*)](BRB3-9-e01410-g001){#brb31410-fig-0001}

Rats reached asymptotic performance by Training Day 13 (Figure [1](#brb31410-fig-0001){ref-type="fig"}b); a one‐way repeated measures ANOVA found no difference across Training Days 13--15. After reaching asymptotic performance, rats were anesthetized with 3.0% isoflurane in an induction chamber and then placed in a stereotaxic frame. The scalp was shaved, betadine was applied to the scalp, and ophthalmic ointment was applied to the eyes. Penicillin (0.1 ml) was injected subcutaneously to prevent infection. Meloxicam 0.1 mg/kg (Metacam; Boehringer Ingelheim) was injected subcutaneously to relieve pain. An incision was made to the scalp, and four small anchor screws were fastened to the skull. Based on physiological monitoring of respiration, heart rate, oxygen level, and reflexes, the isoflurane level was maintained between 1.0% and 3.0% throughout the entire surgery.

Guide cannulae (8IC315DCXXXC, Plastics ONE Inc.) were cut 7.0 mm below the pedestal, and dummy cannulae (8IC315GSPCLC, Plastics ONE Inc.) were cut to protrude 1.0 mm beyond the guide cannulae when securely fastened.

Bilateral cannulae implants aimed at the CA1 region of DH and VH. Cannulae aimed for DH had the guide and dummy cannulae tip pointing posteriorly at an angle of 20**°** in the sagittal plane. DH implants targeted the following coordinates: −2.8 AP, ±2.6 ML, and −4.2 DV relative to bregma, midline, and the skull surface in mm. The two remaining cannulae were vertically implanted into VH: −5.8 AP, ±5.3 ML, and −6.6 DV. Each rat had four cannulae implanted in total, and they were secured with dental cement.

After surgery, the rats were placed in a clean cage with a heating pad until ambulatory, after which they were single‐housed in a clean cage with bedding. Rats received Meloxicam 0.1 mg/kg subcutaneously for three days postsurgery. Animals were given one week of postoperative care before experimental testing.

The selective GABA~A~ receptor agonist muscimol was chosen because it leaves axonal conduction intact (McEown & Treit, [2010](#brb31410-bib-0049){ref-type="ref"}), an important factor for interpreting the results of contralateral inactivation. We used muscimol, in doses of 1.0 μg/μl (Experiment One) and 0.5 μg/μl (Experiment Two) dissolved in a vehicle solution of 0.9% saline (SAL). The same volume of 0.5 μl per injection site was used for both doses.

One hour prior to experimental testing, the guide and dummy cannulae were cleaned with 30% ethyl alcohol, and triple antibiotic ointment (Bacitracin Zinc, Neomycin Sulfate, and Polymyxin‐B Sulfate) was applied to the skin around the dental cement to protect against infection.

Thirty minutes prior to experimental testing, rats were restrained on the experimenter\'s lap, and a microinfusion pump (Genie Kent 1,000, Kent Scientific Corporation) was used to inject (0.166 μl/min) rats with 0.5 μl of muscimol or SAL per targeted cannulation site. The injector needle was left in the guide cannulae for one minute before the start of the infusion and one minute after the microinfusion pump stopped. All daily experiments were completed within two hours after drug administration. Based on prior literature of fluorescent muscimol drug spread (Allen et al., [2008](#brb31410-bib-0001){ref-type="ref"}), we expect a spread of 0.5--1.0 mm at each targeted injection site.

Experimental testing conditions consisted of infusion, control, and infusion plus probe days given on consecutive days. On infusion days, muscimol was used to temporarily inactivate specific regions of the hippocampus in half the rats, and the other half received SAL infusions. Rats were then tested in the watermaze for four trials. During control days, no infusions were administered, and rats were tested for four trials. Infusion plus probe days were similar to infusion days, but with an additional probe trial following four test trials. Experimental days continued until each condition was given at least twice. On scheduled infusion plus probe days, rats had a probe trial after the initial four trials of swimming to a hidden platform. During the probe trial, the platform was removed, and rats swam in the pool for 30 s.

Spatial performance was assessed based on swim path length, initial heading angle, probe target quadrant search time, and probe average distance from the platform. Decreased swim path length indicates better performance. Heading angle was defined as the angle between a direct route from the start location to the platform versus the actual route taken by the rat in the first three seconds. A smaller heading angle indicates better performance. If the platform was reached under three seconds, the heading angle was calculated as zero degrees.

During probe trials, the percent time spent in each quadrant was calculated. This variable provides a general index of search specificity (Morris, [1984](#brb31410-bib-0050){ref-type="ref"}). In addition to time spent, the average distance from the rat to the (removed) platform location was also calculated. This provides a more sensitive measure of search because the tracking data do not get binned into four categories (Vorhees & Williams, [2006](#brb31410-bib-0071){ref-type="ref"}).

The primary statistical analyses used for Experiments One and Two were one‐way ANOVA to determine differences between groups, followed by Tukey\'s post hoc tests to determine where differences occurred. Out of six rats, one rat had a single ventral cannula site that was unusable; therefore, we only included his bilateral DH data.

For Experiment Three, we collected ipsilateral and contralateral data from all rats; therefore, one‐way repeated measures ANOVA was used to determine differences. In addition, one‐sample *t* tests were used to compare groups to expected values.

Upon completion of all experiments, rats were given an injection of fluorescent muscimol (Allen et al., [2008](#brb31410-bib-0001){ref-type="ref"}). The brain was sectioned in 50 μm increments using a vibratome, and ProLong® Gold Antifade Mountant with DAPI was used for histological verification. Cannulae placement and fluorescent drug spread were analyzed using a Zeiss Imager.M2 microscope, Orca‐R2 digital CCD camera, and Stereo Investigator software. Spread of fluorescent muscimol per injection site was identified for all animals (Figure [2](#brb31410-fig-0002){ref-type="fig"}).

![Histological verification of fluorescent muscimol spread in dorsal (a) and ventral (b) hippocampus. Insert shows the estimated location from the rat brain atlas (Paxinos & Watson, [2007](#brb31410-bib-0056){ref-type="ref"}). The largest (gray) and smallest (black) spread of fluorescent muscimol within the dorsal (c) and ventral (d) hippocampus, superimposed on their corresponding atlas sections](BRB3-9-e01410-g002){#brb31410-fig-0002}

3. RESULTS {#brb31410-sec-0012}
==========

3.1. Experiment One: DH versus VH inactivation with 1.0 μg/μl of muscimol {#brb31410-sec-0013}
-------------------------------------------------------------------------

In the first experiment, 1.0 μg/μl concentration of muscimol was used to temporarily inactivate bilateral DH, VH, or combined DH + VH in well‐trained rats.

### 3.1.1. No difference between saline conditions {#brb31410-sec-0014}

A one‐way ANOVA was conducted to compare the effect of saline infusion in DH, VH, or DH + VH on swim path length. There was no significant difference, *F*(2,13) = 1.02, *p* \> .10; therefore, the saline data were combined into one saline group (SAL, 115.76 cm ± 16.54 cm) to use as comparison with the muscimol conditions (Figure [3](#brb31410-fig-0003){ref-type="fig"}a).

![Experiment One: Dorsal versus ventral hippocampal inactivation with 1.0 μg/μl high dose of muscimol. Data are presented as mean ± *SEM*. (a) Swim path length. One‐way ANOVA, followed by Tukey\'s HSD post hoc comparisons, revealed differences in path length (*p* \< .001\*\*\*, *p* \< .05\*, and *p* \< .01\*\*). (b) Probe percent time spent in target quadrant. One‐way ANOVA, followed by Tukey\'s HSD post hoc comparisons, revealed differences in percent time in target quadrant (*p* \< .05\* and *p* = .099^\#^). One‐sample *t* test versus 25% chance (dashed line) is significant for the saline condition (*p* \< .05\*)](BRB3-9-e01410-g003){#brb31410-fig-0003}

A one‐way ANOVA was conducted to compare the effect of saline infusion in DH, VH, or DH + VH on the percent time spent in the target quadrant during probe trials. There was no significant difference, *F*(2,4) = 0.181, *p* \> .10; therefore, the saline data were combined into one saline group (SAL, 64.83% ± 4.32%) to use as comparison with the muscimol conditions (Figure [3](#brb31410-fig-0003){ref-type="fig"}b).

### 3.1.2. Path length {#brb31410-sec-0015}

A one‐way ANOVA was conducted to compare the effect of saline and muscimol drug conditions on swim path length (Figure [3](#brb31410-fig-0003){ref-type="fig"}a). There was a significant difference, *F*(3,18) = 9.51, *p* \< .001; therefore, post hoc comparisons were made using the Tukey\'s HSD test. Compared with saline (SAL), path length increased under 1.0 μg/μl of muscimol in DH (*p* \< .001), VH (*p* \< .01), and DH + VH (*p* \< .05) inactivation. All other comparisons were not significant (*p* \> .10).

### 3.1.3. Probe percent time in target quadrant {#brb31410-sec-0016}

A one‐way ANOVA was conducted to compare the effect of saline and muscimol drug conditions on the percent time spent in the target quadrant during probe trials (Figure [3](#brb31410-fig-0003){ref-type="fig"}b). There was a significant difference, *F*(3,8) = 6.02, *p* \< .05; therefore, post hoc comparisons were made using the Tukey\'s HSD test. Compared with saline (SAL), percent time spent in the target quadrant during probe trials decreased under 1.0 μg/μl of muscimol in DH (*p* \< .05) and DH + VH (*p* \< .05) inactivation. The comparison between SAL and VH was trending (*p* = .099). All other comparisons were not significant (*p* \> .10).

A one‐sample *t* test was conducted to determine whether the effect of saline or muscimol drug conditions on the percent time spent in the target quadrant during probe trials was different to expected chance percentage (25%). The SAL condition spent more percent time in the target quadrant during probe trials than expected chance (25%), *t*(2) = 9.22, *p* \< .05. All other conditions were not different to chance (*p* \> .10).

### 3.1.4. Summary of Experiment One {#brb31410-sec-0017}

Overall, rats who received a 1.0 μg/μl concentration of muscimol were severely impaired in their search for the hidden platform. This was true for all bilateral infusions, regardless of their location into DH, VH, or DH + VH. This ceiling effect would impede distinguishing between the effects of ipsilateral and contralateral infusions; therefore, the dose was reduced.

3.2. Experiment Two: DH versus VH inactivation with 0.5 μg/μl of muscimol {#brb31410-sec-0018}
-------------------------------------------------------------------------

In the second experiment, 0.5 μg/μl concentration of muscimol was used to temporarily inactivate bilateral DH, VH, or combined DH + VH in well‐trained rats.

### 3.2.1. No difference between saline conditions {#brb31410-sec-0019}

A one‐way ANOVA was conducted to compare the effect of saline infusion in DH, VH, or DH + VH on swim path length. There was no significant difference, *F*(2,13) = 0.11, *p* \> .10; therefore, the saline data were combined into one saline group (SAL, 98.07 cm ± 11.96 cm) to use as comparison with the muscimol conditions (Figure [4](#brb31410-fig-0004){ref-type="fig"}a).

![Experiment Two: Dorsal versus ventral hippocampal inactivation with 0.5 μg/μl low dose of muscimol. Data are presented as mean ± *SEM*. (a) Swim path length. One‐way ANOVA, followed by Tukey\'s HSD post hoc comparisons, revealed differences in path length (*p* \< .05\* and *p* \< .01\*\*). (b) Initial heading angle. One‐way ANOVA, followed by Tukey\'s HSD post hoc comparisons, revealed differences in initial heading angle (*p* \< .05\* and *p* \< .01\*\*). (c) Probe percent time spent in target quadrant. One‐way ANOVA was not found to be significant. One‐sample *t* test versus 25% chance (dashed line) is significant for the saline condition (*p* \< .01\*\*). (d) Probe average distance from platform. One‐way ANOVA was not found to be significant](BRB3-9-e01410-g004){#brb31410-fig-0004}

A one‐way ANOVA was conducted to compare the effect of saline infusion in DH, VH, or DH + VH on initial heading angle. There was no significant difference, *F*(2,13) = 1.53, *p* \> .10; therefore, the saline data were combined into one saline group (SAL, 16.50° ± 2.09°) to use as comparison with the muscimol conditions (Figure [4](#brb31410-fig-0004){ref-type="fig"}b).

A one‐way ANOVA was conducted to compare the effect of saline infusion in DH, VH, or DH + VH on the percent time spent in the target quadrant during probe trials. There was no significant difference, *F*(2,6) = 0.11, *p* \> .10; therefore, the saline data were combined into one saline group (SAL, 72.65% ± 3.18%) to use as comparison with the muscimol conditions (Figure [4](#brb31410-fig-0004){ref-type="fig"}c).

A one‐way ANOVA was conducted to compare the effect of saline infusion in DH, VH, or DH + VH on the average distance from platform during probe trials. There was no significant difference, *F*(2,6) = 0.48, *p* \> .10; therefore, the saline data were combined into one saline group (SAL, 46.86 cm ± 0.57 cm) to use as comparison with the muscimol conditions (Figure [4](#brb31410-fig-0004){ref-type="fig"}d).

### 3.2.2. Path length {#brb31410-sec-0020}

A one‐way ANOVA was conducted to compare the effect of saline and muscimol drug conditions on swim path length (Figure [4](#brb31410-fig-0004){ref-type="fig"}a). There was a significant difference, *F*(3,18) = 11.19, *p* \< .001; therefore, post hoc comparisons were made using the Tukey\'s HSD test. Compared with saline (SAL), path length increased under 1.0 μg/μl of muscimol in VH (*p* \< .05) and DH + VH (*p* \< .01) inactivation. In addition, path length for DH + VH was larger than DH inactivation alone (*p* \< .05). All other comparisons were not significant (*p* \> .10).

### 3.2.3. Heading angle {#brb31410-sec-0021}

To better evaluate and compare spatial ability, in addition to swim path length, we also analyzed rat\'s initial heading angle three seconds after being placed in the watermaze. If the platform was reached in less than three seconds, the heading angle was calculated as zero degrees.

A one‐way ANOVA was conducted to compare the effect of saline and muscimol drug conditions on initial heading angle (Figure [4](#brb31410-fig-0004){ref-type="fig"}b). There was a significant difference, *F*(3,18) = 7.06, *p* \< .01; therefore, post hoc comparisons were made using the Tukey\'s HSD test. Compared with saline (SAL), initial heading angle increased under 0.5 μg/μl of muscimol in DH + VH (*p* \< .01) inactivation. In addition, initial heading angle for DH + VH was larger than DH inactivation alone (*p* \< .05). All other comparisons were not significant (*p* \> .10).

### 3.2.4. Probe percent time in target quadrant {#brb31410-sec-0022}

A one‐way ANOVA was conducted to compare the effect of saline and muscimol drug conditions on the percent time spent in the target quadrant during probe trials, and there was no significant difference, *F*(3,6) = 2.16, *p* \> .10 (Figure [4](#brb31410-fig-0004){ref-type="fig"}c).

A one‐sample *t* test was conducted to determine whether the effect of saline or muscimol drug conditions on the percent time spent in the target quadrant during probe trials was different to expected chance percentage (25%). The SAL condition spent more percent time in the target quadrant during probe trials than expected chance (25%), *t*(2) = 14.99, *p* \< .001. All other conditions were not different to chance (*p* \> .10).

### 3.2.5. Probe average distance from platform {#brb31410-sec-0023}

To better evaluate and compare spatial ability, in addition to probe percent time in target quadrant, we also analyzed the average distance from where the platform was supposed to be during the 30 s probe trial.

A one‐way ANOVA was conducted to compare the effect of saline and muscimol drug conditions on the average distance from platform during probe trials, and there was no significant difference, *F*(3,6) = 2.22, *p* \> .10 (Figure [4](#brb31410-fig-0004){ref-type="fig"}d).

### 3.2.6. Summary of Experiment Two {#brb31410-sec-0024}

Overall, rats who received a 0.5 μg/μl concentration of muscimol showed a differential impairment in their search the hidden platform. The combined DH + VH inactivation produced a severe impairment. Inactivation of only the DH or VH resulted in intermediate impairment, with performance levels falling between control and combined DH + VH inactivation. This intermediate impairment provided a range in which the effects of ipsilateral and contralateral infusions could be compared.

3.3. Experiment Three: Ipsilateral versus contralateral inactivation with 0.5 μg/μl of muscimol {#brb31410-sec-0025}
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

In the third experiment, 0.5 μg/μl concentration of muscimol was used to temporarily inactivate ipsilateral (right hemisphere DH + right hemisphere VH) or contralateral (left hemisphere DH + right hemisphere VH) regions in well‐trained rats. If the DH and VH regions act as independent modules, then contralateral inactivation should be equivalent to leaving one hippocampus active, similar to an ipsilateral only inactivation. Conversely, if the VH region relies on input from the DH region, then a contralateral inactivation should be functionally equivalent to bilaterally inactivating DH + VH.

### 3.3.1. No difference between saline conditions {#brb31410-sec-0026}

A paired *t* test was conducted to compare the effect of saline infusion in ipsilateral (IPSI) or contralateral (CONTRA) regions on swim path length. There was no significant difference, *t*(5) = 1.97, *p* \> .10; therefore, the saline data were combined into one saline group (SAL, 89.0 cm ± 6.27 cm) to use as comparison with the muscimol conditions (Figure [5](#brb31410-fig-0005){ref-type="fig"}a).

![Experiment Three: IPSI versus CONTRA inactivation with 0.5 μg/μl low dose of muscimol. Data are presented as mean ± *SEM*. (a) Swim path length. One‐way repeated measures ANOVA was not found to be significant. One‐sample *t* test versus DH + VH from Experiment Two (dashed line) is significant for all conditions (*p* \< .001\*\*\*). (b) Initial heading angle. One‐way repeated ANOVA, followed by Tukey\'s HSD post hoc comparisons, revealed differences (*p* \< .05\*, *p* \< .01\*\*, and *p* = .096^\#^). One‐sample *t* test versus DH + VH from Experiment Two (dashed line) is significant for saline and ipsilateral conditions (*p* \< .001\*\*\* and *p* \< .05\* respectively). (c) Probe percent time spent in target quadrant. One‐way repeated measures ANOVA was not found to be significant. One‐sample *t* test versus DH + VH from Experiment Two (dashed line) is significant for the all conditions (*p* \< .05\*, *p* \< .01\*\*, and *p* \< .001\*\*\*). (d) Probe average distance from platform. One‐way repeated measures ANOVA, followed by Tukey\'s HSD post hoc comparisons, revealed a trend (*p* = .09). One‐sample *t* test versus DH + VH from Experiment Two (dashed line) is significant for SAL and IPSI conditions (*p* \< .001\*\*\* and *p* \< .01\*\*, respectively)](BRB3-9-e01410-g005){#brb31410-fig-0005}

A paired *t* test was conducted to compare the effect of saline infusion in ipsilateral (IPSI) or contralateral (CONTRA) regions on initial heading angle. There was no significant difference, *t*(5) = −0.96, *p* \> .10; therefore, the saline data were combined into one saline group (SAL, 23.83° ± 3.59°) to use as comparison with the muscimol conditions (Figure [5](#brb31410-fig-0005){ref-type="fig"}b).

A paired *t* test was conducted to compare the effect of saline infusion in ipsilateral (IPSI) or contralateral (CONTRA) regions on the percent time spent in the target quadrant during probe trials. There was no significant difference, *t*(5) = −1.09, *p* \> .10; therefore, the saline data were combined into one saline group (SAL, 69.56% ± 3.48%) to use as comparison with the muscimol conditions (Figure [5](#brb31410-fig-0005){ref-type="fig"}c).

A paired *t* test was conducted to compare the effect of saline infusion in ipsilateral (IPSI) or contralateral (CONTRA) regions on the average distance from platform during probe trials. There was no significant difference, *t*(5) = 1.24, *p* \> .10; therefore, the saline data were combined into one saline group (SAL, 49.35 cm ± 1.89 cm) to use as comparison with the muscimol conditions (Figure [5](#brb31410-fig-0005){ref-type="fig"}d).

### 3.3.2. Path length {#brb31410-sec-0027}

A one‐way repeated measures ANOVA was conducted to compare the effect of saline and muscimol drug conditions on swim path length, and there was no significant difference, *F*(2,10) = 3.60, *p* = .07 (Figure [5](#brb31410-fig-0005){ref-type="fig"}a).

A one‐sample *t* test was conducted to determine whether the effect of saline or muscimol drug conditions on the swim path length was different to the combined DH + VH results from Experiment Two (767.88 cm). The CON (*t*(5) = −69.43, *p* \< .001), SAL (*t*(5) = −108.27, *p* \< .001), IPSI (*t*(5) = −7.06, *p* \< .001), and CONTRA (*t*(5) = −6.99, *p* \< .001) conditions all resulted in a shorter path length than the combined DH + VH inactivation from Experiment Two.

A one‐way repeated measures ANOVA was conducted to determine whether the path length decreased as the rats progress from Experiments One, Two, and Three. There was no significant difference between control groups across experiments, *F*(2,10) = 1.61, *p* \> .10. In addition, there was no significant difference between saline groups across experiments, *F*(2,10) = 2.57, *p* \> .10. Repeated infusions did not change the asymptotic control or saline performance.

### 3.3.3. Heading angle {#brb31410-sec-0028}

A one‐way repeated measures ANOVA was conducted to compare the effect of saline and muscimol drug conditions on initial heading angle (Figure [5](#brb31410-fig-0005){ref-type="fig"}b). There was a significant difference, *F*(2,10) = 19.29, *p* \< .001; therefore, post hoc comparisons were made using the Tukey\'s HSD test. Compared with saline (SAL), initial heading angle increased under 0.5 μg/μl of muscimol in CONTRA inactivation (*p* \< .01). The comparison between SAL and IPSI was trending (*p* = .096). Lastly, CONTRA inactivation produced a larger initial heading angle than IPSI inactivation (*p* \< .05).

A one‐sample *t* test was conducted to determine whether the effect of saline or muscimol drug conditions on initial heading angle was different to the combined DH + VH results from Experiment Two (47.5°). The CON (*t*(5) = −2.66, *p* \< .05), SAL (*t*(5) = −6.60, *p* \< .001), and IPSI (*t*(5) = −2.59, *p* \< .05) conditions resulted in a smaller initial heading angle than the combined DH + VH inactivation from Experiment Two. There was no difference in initial heading angle between CONTRA and the combined DH + VH inactivation from Experiment Two (*t*(5) = 0.11, *p* \> .10).

### 3.3.4. Probe percent time in target quadrant {#brb31410-sec-0029}

A one‐way repeated measures ANOVA was conducted to compare the effect of saline and muscimol drug conditions on the percent time spent in the target quadrant during probe trials (Figure [5](#brb31410-fig-0005){ref-type="fig"}c). There was a significant difference, *F*(2,10) = 4.13, *p* \< .05; therefore, post hoc comparisons were made using the Tukey\'s HSD test. All post hoc comparisons were not significant (*p* \> .10).

A one‐sample *t* test was conducted to determine whether the effect of saline or muscimol drug conditions on the percent time spent in the target quadrant during probe trials was different to expected chance percentage (25%). The SAL (*t*(5) = 12.82, *p* \< .001), IPSI (*t*(5) = 4.33, *p* \< .01), and CONTRA (*t*(5) = 2.71, *p* \< .05) conditions all spent more percent time in the target quadrant during probe trials than expected chance percentage.

### 3.3.5. Probe average distance from platform {#brb31410-sec-0030}

A one‐way repeated measures ANOVA was conducted to compare the effect of saline and muscimol drug conditions on the average distance from platform during probe trials (Figure [5](#brb31410-fig-0005){ref-type="fig"}d). There was a significant difference, *F*(2,10) = 5.46, *p* \< .05; therefore, post hoc comparisons were made using the Tukey\'s HSD test. Compared with IPSI, the comparison of average distance from platform during probe trials in CONTRA inactivation was trending (*p* = .09). All other comparisons were not significant (*p* \> .10).

A one‐sample *t* test was conducted to determine whether the effect of saline or muscimol drug conditions on the average distance from platform during probe trials was different to the combined DH + VH results from Experiment Two (81.6 cm). The SAL (*t*(5) = −17.06, *p* \< .001) and IPSI (*t*(5) = −4.14, *p* \< .01) conditions produced a smaller average distance from platform during probe trials than the combined DH + VH inactivation from Experiment Two. There was no difference in average distance from platform during probe trials between CONTRA and the combined DH + VH inactivation from Experiment Two (*t*(5) = −1.48, *p* \> .10).

4. DISCUSSION {#brb31410-sec-0031}
=============

The current study was conducted to determine the interdependence between dorsal and ventral subregions of the hippocampus in spatial processing of a well‐learned task and familiar room. Rats were trained on a spatial reference memory watermaze task until asymptotic performance. Following training, different combinations of dorsal and ventral subregions were temporarily inactivated with muscimol in a within‐animal repeated design. Ipsilateral and contralateral infusions were used to determine the degree to which the dorsal and ventral regions were independent.

Before determining interdependence between the dorsal and ventral regions, the effects of bilateral inactivation were conducted. A high dose of muscimol (1.0 μg/μl), equivalent to 4.4 nmol, severely impaired performance. The effects of DH inactivation alone or VH inactivation alone were similar to a combined DH + VH bilateral inactivation (Experiment One).

Memory impairments as a result of muscimol infusion have been shown to be dose‐dependent. Muscimol infusion into the medial septum with a dose of 3.0 or 1.5 nmol, but not 0.75 nmol, produced impairments in a radial arm maze task (Chrobak, Stackman, & Walsh, [1989](#brb31410-bib-0013){ref-type="ref"}). In the hippocampus, a dose as low as 0.26 nmol shifted rats from a place learning strategy to a response strategy (McElroy & Korol, [2005](#brb31410-bib-0048){ref-type="ref"}). We reduced the dose from 1.0 μg/μl in Experiment One to 0.5 μg/μl in Experiment Two and used the same injection volume of 0.5 μg/μl across both experiments.

In the current study, a lower dose of muscimol (0.5 μg/μl), equivalent to 2.2 nmol, resulted in a more graded level of impairment (Experiment Two). Overall, bilateral infusions restricted to one subregion were less disruptive than combined DH + VH bilateral inactivation. Notably, VH inactivation had a similar impact on spatial performance as DH inactivation, indicating a role for the VH in our task. Given prior literature, we would have expected DH inactivation to produce a greater impairment than VH inactivation (Moser et al., [1993](#brb31410-bib-0051){ref-type="ref"}; M. B. Moser et al., [1995](#brb31410-bib-0052){ref-type="ref"}). However, these differences are highly dependent on the training protocol implemented (Contreras et al., [2018](#brb31410-bib-0015){ref-type="ref"}; de Hoz et al., [2003](#brb31410-bib-0017){ref-type="ref"}; de Hoz & Martin, [2014](#brb31410-bib-0018){ref-type="ref"}; Martin et al., [2005](#brb31410-bib-0047){ref-type="ref"}; Richmond et al., [1999](#brb31410-bib-0061){ref-type="ref"}).

To assess the degree of interdependence between different subregions within the hippocampus, ipsilateral and contralateral inactivation of the different subregions was applied. This disconnection approach has been used previously to examine the hemispheric interdependence of spatial processing between the medial prefrontal cortex and DH (Churchwell & Kesner, [2011](#brb31410-bib-0014){ref-type="ref"}), the prelimbic cortex and VH (Wang & Cai, [2008](#brb31410-bib-0072){ref-type="ref"}), and the lateral septum and VH (Trent & Menard, [2010](#brb31410-bib-0068){ref-type="ref"}).

Inactivating the dorsal and ventral hippocampus in one hemisphere leaves the animal with one active hippocampus on the contralateral side. If the dorsal and ventral regions act as completely independent modules, then contralateral inactivation should be equivalent to leaving one hippocampus active. Conversely, if the ventral region relies on input from its own dorsal region, then a contralateral inactivation should be functionally equivalent to inactivating the DH + VH in both hemispheres.

Performance was severely impaired during contralateral inactivation, almost equivalent to combined DH + VH inactivation, while ipsilateral inactivation resulted in little impairment. Initial heading angle under contralateral inactivation was larger than saline and ipsilateral conditions, but ipsilateral inactivation was not larger than the saline condition.

The effects of contralateral inactivation were similar to a combined DH + VH inactivation on multiple measures of spatial performance. Ipsilateral inactivation had a smaller initial heading angle than combined DH + VH inactivation; however, contralateral inactivation was not different from combined DH + VH inactivation. In addition, ipsilateral inactivation had a smaller probe average distance from platform than combined DH + VH inactivation; however, contralateral inactivation was not different from combined DH + VH inactivation. Taken together, these data indicate that the ventral regions are dependent upon ipsilateral input from the dorsal regions in our spatial task.

Notably, the rats in the current study were well‐trained prior to muscimol inactivation, so the results are relevant to spatial orientation in the environment and expression of a learned spatial task. It would be interesting to determine the degree to which dorsal and ventral hippocampal subregions are interdependent during task acquisition. Presumably, during acquisition there may be an even greater degree of hippocampal integration. This assumption is supported by the finding that coherence between the dorsal and ventral subregions increase when the rat is confronted with a spatial working memory task (Schmidt et al., [2013](#brb31410-bib-0063){ref-type="ref"}). Furthermore, it was recently shown that both DH and VH are important for spatial navigation within increasing environmental complexities (Contreras et al., [2018](#brb31410-bib-0015){ref-type="ref"}).

Overall, contralateral inactivation caused a greater impairment than ipsilateral inactivation; however, it did not always equal combined DH + VH inactivation. On general measures of spatial selectivity, such as path length and probe percent time in target quadrant, rats with contralateral inactivation continued to show spatial selectivity. However, using more precise measures of spatial selectivity, such as initial heading angle and probe average distance from platform, manifested a contralateral inactivation impairment similar to the combined DH + VH inactivation. One reason why the contralateral inactivation was somewhat less disruptive than combined DH + VH inactivation may be attributed to the widespread commissural connections across hemispheres (Amaral et al., [2007](#brb31410-bib-0002){ref-type="ref"}; Blackstad, [1956](#brb31410-bib-0011){ref-type="ref"}; Gottlieb & Cowan, [1973](#brb31410-bib-0026){ref-type="ref"}; Hjorth‐Simonsen & Laurberg, [1977](#brb31410-bib-0029){ref-type="ref"}; Swanson et al., [1980](#brb31410-bib-0066){ref-type="ref"}). Thus, commissural connections across hemispheres could provide some general spatial data; however, this did not allow for precise spatial selectivity.

In summary, the behavioral results suggest that the flow of information along the dorsoventral axis is an important component of normal hippocampal function. This conclusion is in agreement with the anatomical circuitry showing projections from the dorsal CA3 and dentate gyrus to the more ventral part of the hippocampus (Amaral & Witter, [1989](#brb31410-bib-0003){ref-type="ref"}; Ishizuka et al., [1990](#brb31410-bib-0031){ref-type="ref"}; Swanson et al., [1978](#brb31410-bib-0067){ref-type="ref"}). Conversely, the data suggest only a weak impact of commissural inputs on hippocampal processing. Taken together, the data indicate spatial processing in the hippocampus functions as a single integrated structure along the longitudinal axis.
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